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OPERATIONAL RESEARCH ,METHODS IN TRAFFIC . ENGINEERING 

MASAYA FUJIKI 

Thank you, Mr chairman, good ltlornig, ladies and getlemen. 

It is ,indeed a great honour for me to be given this 

opportunity to speak about" Operational Research Methods 

in Traffic Engineering". 

When the Program Committee invited me to present an address 

on this subject, it reminded me at first of Dr. Jensen's 

lecture on " The applicabllity of decision theory in the 

planning and operation of te1ep~one plant", presented at the 

first ITC in 1958. In his lecture, Dr. Jensen suggested 

the importance of interplay between telephony and other fields, 

refering to the theory of games, the decision function, and 

1ineaer prQgramming. 

From the present trend, wherein mathematical modeling 

and optimization in cO~lnication system design are becoming 

increasingly common, in, line with the rapid advances in 

computer performance, the need for better coordination 

between traffic eng~eering and operationa1 research methods 

is becoming increasingly important. 
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Methods now in use in the operational research field are 

too numerous to even allow enumeration of the large number of 

related contributions in the traffic engineering fields. 

Therefore, I would like to confine this survey to optimization 

problems. 

I would like to begin my talk with some formulation to 

continous variable, non-linear programming problems. 

Analytic optimization methods including the classical 

Lagrange multiplier method have been widely used in traffic 

engineering. Some examples are Moe's principle for 

multi-exchange aera, optimal design of various link systems, 

and optimal capacity assignment in computer communication 

networks. 

Recently, however, formulation to mathematical programming 

problems and many heuristic algorithms have attracted attention • 

It is also noted that the graph th~ory is be.coming 

an indispensable tool for topological optimization -of computer 

. communication networks. 

May I have the first slide, please? 

One of the most important problems in telephone ne~ork 

design is the optimization of alternate routing networks. 
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As the methods for triangular networks are well known, I shall 

confine my remarks to multi-stage alternate routing networks. 

Optimization techniques now in use may be classified as shown 5 

in this slide. Here~ I would 11keto skip the explanation of 

analytic methods, although. many excealent contrbutions have 

been made • . The gradient method, one of the standard non-linear: 

programming techniques, was originally applied to alternate 

routing networks with non-coincident busy hours. ' 

Next slide, please. 

Chain flow means the flow on a chain which consists of 

a series of links connecting an 'origin and destination pair • 

The key of the chain flow model is that the variables used to 

optimization are the chain flows of each OD pair, which are 

mutually independ~t not the number of high usage circuits. 

Thus, the optimal routing problem reduces to a non-linear, 

constrained multicomodity flow problem. The trouble with 

standard gradient projection method lies in cumbersome matrix 

multiplication and inversion to obtain projection vector. 

However, for the chain flow model, very simple explicit 

formulae for this vector are now available. 

Next slide, please. 
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As another example, I would like to take up one of th~ 

four optimal design problems related to computer communication 

networks, that is, the optimal tlow assignment problem. 

The task is to minimize total average delay T per message 

with respect to traffic on each link. This reduces to 

a non-linear, unconstrained multicommodity flow problem,. 

because objective function T becomes infinite when £low on 

a link approaches its capa·ci ty • In other words, T incorporates 

the second constraint as a penalty function as in SUMT. 

Next slide, please. 

For this problem, there exist · at present five optimization 

methods. Of the methods available for static routing, 
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flow deviation, extremal flow and heuristics have originally 20 

been developed for the flow assignment problems. This is 

because the standard, gradient projection method for non-linear 

programming is not computationally efficient for reasonably 

large networks. Here, we ~an -recognize the.· cont:r~but10ii:. 

of traffic engineering to operational research methods.~ 

The key to the FD method is the association of a length, 

whose value is given by partial derivative of T with respect 

to flow f i' with link i. These lengths may then be used 

as a factor. in a shortest-route flow problem, with the 

resulting path to which some of the flow can be deviated. 
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The EF method is based on the decomposition principle, 

one of "the standard optimization techniques for large systems. 
\.... f Oy dy".,elltU'c ,0 Lt. t;/tIfJ I 

The applcation of Pontryagin's maximum principle,ris an 

example of interplay "between system control theory and 

traffic engineering. 

Now ~ I would like to proceed to some f "ormulation to: integer 

programming problems. 

As the first example, ~ will take up topological optimization 

of teleprocessing networks. The problem is to obtain 

minimum cost, multidrop line networks to connect remote terminal~ 

to a central data processing center, subject to the constraints 

of line capacity and reliability. 

May I have the next slide, please? 

If we neglect the reliability constraint, this problem 

reduce"s to a constrained minimum spanning tree problem, 

and can be formu£ated to a mixed int"eger programming proQlem,. 

because .variables X1 ,j are continous and Yi,j are integer. 

However, the standard techniques, such as ~e cutting plane 
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or group-theore~lc methods, are not appllcab~e to a network 30 

of realistic Size, be~ause they require too much memory and 

running time. 

Next' slide, please. 
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The second and third methods, which combine the unconstained 

minimum spanning tree problem or matriod theory with the .branch

and-bound method ~re the newly developed ones to surmount 

this difficulty. A remarkable feature of this problem is that 

more than ten heuristics have been devised and their accuracy 

in some cases have also been verified through comparison 

with exact solutions. 

The ~ree network prob1em 'is not the only example of limited 

standard optimization technique applicability. 
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Anoth~r example is the 9Pttma1 line concentrator location 15 

problem in a teleprocessing network, which can be for.mulated 

around a capacitated plant location probl'em in operational 

research. Still another example is optimal routing in 

teleph~ne networks and in two-stage line concentrators. 

These three problems have been solved by heuristics, 

a combinatorial method, and simulation, respectively. 

As a successful example of Integ~r programming methods, 

I refer to the optimization of service numbers in a priority 

reservation system. The algorithm developed for this problem 
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can contribute to operational research methods as a solution 30 

to a kind of integer programming problem. 
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Another successful example is the block design problem 

for combinatorially ideal gradings. This problem was 

formulated to a zero-one non-integer, non-linear programming 

problem and an optimizati9n algorithm has been obtained. 

Next slide, please. 

Now, I would like to proceed to some formulation io" 

Bellman's dynamic programming problems. 

The problem of telephone network planning may be divided 

into two fields, namely, crosssectional studies and 

development studies. The latter obtains the size and 

the point of time for future extentions, taking into account 

the time-value of money invested. This slide shows some 

examples of development studies. 

In long term plans for growing urban areas, for example, 

we must endevor to determine the optimal strategy for when 
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and what kind" of new exchanges a~e to be added, and how 25 

exchange boundarie·s are to be altered, based on the present 

value of total investment over a given period. All of the 

problems shown in the slide can be so"lved" by dynamic 

programming as muti-stage decision problems. 
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I will refer to one more example. In developing a new 

swi tching system, such as' .a ... . space.-d.ivisi~n electronic sw1~cb).ni 

system·. the optimum traffic capacity series is the first 5 

problem. This has. also been ' solved. by ·dynamic. pro~mming. 

May I have the last slide, please? 

Finally, I would like to touch on some formulations to 

decision process problems • . 

Problems in queueing theories may be put into two main 

categories, namely, behavioral and operati~nal. Although 

studies on the former have so far occupied the main part of 

the queueing theories, studies on optimal operati~and 

control, which consider various kinds of costs and rewards, 

)0 

15 

are gradually increasing. . In these studies, Markov and 20 

~ . 

sem~-Markov decission process tHries are playing a leading 

role • . 

An example is the ~tudy on dynamic scheduling of mult1class 

message flow through a packet - switching node. This is 

attractive as a flow control policy in heavy traffic , 

because optimal policy implies that a server should deny 

service of some lower priority classes, even if a server 30 

is idle. 
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r-------------------------------~--------------------------~----~O • In relation to optimal control problems, Dr. Kosten's 

• pioneering work presented at _the third ITC on the subject 

,. Operational Research Problems in Congestion The.ory" 5 

is memorable. 

It may be worth adding that studies on' appr~te and 
I 

numerical solutions ~or behavioral problems are also desired, 
.lO 

in order to make it possible ~~: .. -apply s·tanda,rd op.t1mizat1on 

• techniques to operational problems. 

'May I have the lights, please? 

Since my survey was not as thorough-as· I · :wo~d. have liked, 15 

I was unable to explB.in tho.roughiy the interplay between 

• traffic engineering and operational research methods. 

Thank -you for y~ur kind .attention. 20 
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